DATAFUSION™

Improving visibility and exploration into your enterprise security data.

When security analysts are hunting for evidence that an unknown threat is present, they need all security data available at their
ﬁngertips to easily ﬁnd what they’re looking for. However, what usually happens is that analysts must scour multiple systems,
sometimes using completely diﬀerent search languages to pinpoint what they’re looking for.
Stitching together and sifting through data from multiple disparate systems this way is not only ineﬃcient, it’s annoying. Not
only do security analysts and threat hunters need to have advanced skills, but their valuable time is spent just getting to the
data they need instead of using their instincts and expertise to follow that data, explore divergent hypotheses, and uncover
covert threat operations inside the network. They don’t see everything at once, correlating data and analyses is cumbersome,
and digging into details requires prior knowledge — they must already know what indicators they’re looking for, and use the
exact search string to track it down.

Is this action associated
with any known threat?

EASILY EXPLORE THE “WHEN”
AND “HOW” BEHIND ANY
EVENT ACROSS ALL
YOUR DATA

What happened before
and after this event?

Does this user have access
to sensitive material?

Who else exhibited
similar behavior?
Has this
happened before?

How did the
attacker get in?

Network Data

User Data

Endpoint Data

The E8 Security Fusion Platform puts every detail surrounding every event at your ﬁngertips with its Data Fusion™ technology. It
provides an easily explorable view of all enterprise security data – endpoint, user, and network data – on the Fusion Platform’s
big data infrastructure. All enterprise security data is in one place on the Fusion Platform’s big data infrastructure, and is
analyzed by its advanced machine-learning algorithms to provide an organized, searchable view of what’s going on within an
organization at any given time as it relates to historical trends.
Data Fusion provides unprecedented visibility into the digital goings-on within an enterprise, so that analysts can easily explore
situational information and event details, and come to conclusions quickly. Security analysts instantly understand the circumstances surrounding every behavior, pivot to related data points, and explore interesting characteristics, making investigation
and hunting processes faster, and shifting security operations to a more proactive role in enterprise defense. Data Fusion
enables security analysts to:
• Holistically view and analyze security data from separate systems
• Easily search and ﬁlter on any log detail across all security data as far back in time as they like, and pivot to diﬀerent data
facets as they proactively investigate incidents
• Compare historical trends and relationships through retrospective analysis
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Visualize and hone in on behaviors of interest, and swiftly explore
corresponding data facets.

Search and ﬁlter data quickly and intuitively, without hopping to diﬀerent
systems or crafting lengthy queries.

E8 Security is transforming security operations by automating the learning of user and device behaviors to discover malicious activity unknown to security
analysts, resulting in improved alert quality and accelerated investigations to make security operations more proactive. E8 Security raises the bar, as the
ﬁrst behavioral analytics vendor to make it easier for security teams to quickly identify unknown threat behaviors across endpoints, users and networks.
The E8 Security Fusion Platform provides a focused view of the network, so that analysts can quickly see hidden threats and know where to spend their
time, reducing the investigation time from hours to minutes. In short, E8 Security helps security teams to detect, hunt, and respond by recognizing what is
normal in their network so they can quickly respond to what is not. E8 Security is headquartered in Silicon Valley and is funded by Strategic Cyber Ventures,
March Capital Partners, Allegis Capital and The Hive. Find out more at www.e8security.com.
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